When it's time to reset, repair or maintain your brakes, go straight to the source. Chosen by the United States military as the original equipment brake manufacturer for the HMMWV, Wilwood offers the most complete selection of OE replacement parts for Pre-HMSA and new HMMWVs. Guaranteed to fit, Wilwood OE replacement parts are ready to ship and commercially available for global export. Wilwood is proud to be a certified veteran-owned small business.

WILWOOD HMMWV OE BRAKE SERVICE PARTS

**CALIPER**
- Corrosion resistant, high-strength, high-temperature use
- Quick brake pad change feature built-in
- For use with HMMWV rotor P/N 2-180-10643-PS and brake pad kit P/N 2-150-10478-PS

Wilwood P/N: 2-120-10643-PS
NSN: 2530-01-665-9960

**ROTOR**
- Super-stong, wear-resistant iron alloy
- For use with HMMWV caliper P/N 2-180-10643-PS and brake pad kit P/N 2-150-10478-PS

Wilwood P/N: 2-160-9535-PS
NSN: 2530-01-667-0893

**FRONT BRACKET R/H**
- High-strength nodular iron adapter bracket for use with HMMWV caliper P/N 2-180-10643-PS
- Also functions as a R/H support for the HMMWV front differential housing
- Finished in corrosion resistant MIL-SPEC epoxy coating

Wilwood P/N: 2-250-19941
NSN: 2530-01-567-0587

**FRONT BRACKET L/H**
- High-strength nodular iron adapter bracket for use with HMMWV caliper P/N 2-180-10643-PS
- Also functions as a L/H support for the HMMWV front differential housing
- Finished in corrosion resistant MIL-SPEC epoxy coating

Wilwood P/N: 2-250-19942
NSN: 2530-01-567-0607

**BRAKE PADS KIT**
- Sintered metallic lining material specially formulated for military and industrial applications
- For use with HMMWV caliper P/N 2-180-10643-PS and rotor P/N 2-180-9535-PS
- Kit includes four brake pads with retention hardware

Wilwood P/N: 2-150-10478-PS
NSN: 2530-01-668-4482

**ALL FEATURED PRODUCTS**
- Fit HMMWV including models M1113, M1116 and M1185
- Feature direct bolt-on design for easy installation of all Original Equipment (OE) replacement parts

(805) 384-4186  wilwood.com/DEM  OEM@wilwood.com

Designed, tested, and Manufactured in the USA
**REAR BRACKET L/H**
- High-strength nodular iron adapter bracket for use with HMMWV caliper P/N Z-152-10643-PS
- Finished in corrosion resistant MIL-86705 epoxy coating

Wilwood P/N: Z-250-9944
NSN: 2530-01-667-0232

**REAR BRACKET R/H**
- High-strength nodular iron adapter bracket for use with HMMWV caliper P/N Z-152-10643-PS
- Finished in corrosion resistant MIL-86705 epoxy coating

Wilwood P/N: Z-250-9943
NSN: 2530-01-667-0400

**SINGLE BRAKE PAD**
- Sintered metallic lining material specially formulated for military and industrial applications
- For use with HMMWV caliper P/N Z-152-10643-PS and rotor P/N Z-150-9535-PS
- Individual brake pad also supplied in Brake Pad Kit P/N Z-152-10479-PS

Wilwood P/N: 150-9841
NSN: 2530-01-301-3902

**WEAR PLATE KIT**
- Corrosion resistant, hardened stainless steel
- For use with HMMWV caliper P/N Z-152-10643-PS and brake pad kit P/N Z-150-10479-PS
- Kit includes wear plates for one brake caliper

Wilwood P/N: Z-300-10480-PS
NSN: 2530-01-570-0763

**BLEED SCREWS KIT**
- For use with HMMWV caliper P/N Z-152-10643-PS
- Kit includes four bleed screws and fittings for one brake caliper

Wilwood P/N: Z-220-10481-PS
NSN: 2530-01-579-2315

---

**ALL FEATURED PRODUCTS**
- Fit HMMWV including models M151, M152 and M1115
- Feature direct bolt-on design for easy installation of all Original Equipment (OE) replacement parts

---
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